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ABSTRACT

It is unclear how the width and strength of the Hadley circulation are controlled and how they respond to

climate changes. Simulations of global warming scenarios with comprehensive climate models suggest the

Hadley circulation may widen and weaken as the climate warms. But these changes are not quantitatively

consistent among models, and how they come about is not understood. Here, a wide range of climates is

simulated with an idealized moist general circulation model (GCM) coupled to a simple representation of

ocean heat transport, in order to place past and possible future changes in the Hadley circulation into

a broader context and to investigate the mechanisms responsible for them.

By comparison of simulations with and without ocean heat transport, it is shown that it is essential to take

low-latitude ocean heat transport and its coupling to wind stress into account to obtain Hadley circulations in

a dynamical regime resembling Earth’s, particularly in climates resembling present-day Earth’s and colder.

As the optical thickness of an idealized longwave absorber in the simulations is increased and the climate

warms, the Hadley circulation strengthens in colder climates and weakens in warmer climates; it has maxi-

mum strength in a climate close to present-day Earth’s. In climates resembling present-day Earth’s and colder,

the Hadley circulation strength is largely controlled by the divergence of angular momentum fluxes associated

with eddies of midlatitude origin; the latter scale with the mean available potential energy in midlatitudes. The

importance of these eddy momentum fluxes for the Hadley circulation strength gradually diminishes as the

climate warms. The Hadley circulation generally widens as the climate warms, but at a modest rate that

depends sensitively on how it is determined.

1. Introduction

The Hadley circulation appears to have widened in the

past decades (Hu and Fu 2007; Seidel and Randel 2007;

Seidel et al. 2008), and it also widens in many global

warming simulations (Lu et al. 2007; Seager et al. 2007). It

may also have strengthened, though the evidence for a

significant strengthening is ambiguous (Quan et al. 2004;

Chen et al. 2002; Mitas and Clement 2005). In global

warming simulations, the Hadley circulation weakens

slightly in many models, but this is not consistent among all

models (Tanaka et al. 2005). Trends in the Hadley circu-

lation inferred from observational data are considerably

larger than those obtained in comprehensive general cir-

culation model (GCM) simulations (Mitas and Clement

2005; Johanson and Fu 2009). Depending on how it is

measured, the widening appears to be nearly an order of

magnitude larger in observations than in GCM simulations

(Seidel et al. 2008). Yet it is unclear what instrumental or

modeling artifact causes such large discrepancies in the re-

sponse of the Hadley circulation to climate change; radio-

sonde data and their use in reanalysis models may be part of

the problem (see, e.g., Santer et al. 2005; Sherwood 2007).

Despite a large body of observations and numerous

studies with GCMs, it remains unclear how the width and

strength of the Hadley circulation are controlled (Schneider

2006). Here, we study how the width and strength of the

Hadley circulation change over a wide range of climates

simulated with an idealized GCM. This allows us to place

possible changes in the Hadley circulation in a larger con-

text and to determine whether, for example, the Hadley

circulation generally widens as the climate warms, even in

climates very different from the present. Our intention with

these simulations is to provide a detailed target for the

development of a Hadley circulation theory, but such a

theory itself is beyond the scope of this paper.
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It is often assumed that the Hadley circulation re-

sponds directly to changes in thermal driving, in the

sense that its changes are controlled by thermodynamic

balances. For that to be the case, the balance of angular

momentum about Earth’s spin axis, or the balance of

zonal momentum, would have to be degenerate in the

upper troposphere, so that eddy momentum fluxes do

not influence the Hadley circulation. In the upper tro-

posphere, above the center of the Hadley cells where

vertical momentum advection by the mean meridional

circulation can be neglected, the mean zonal momentum

balance may be used to quantify how strongly eddy mo-

mentum fluxes influence the mean meridional flow:

f (1�Ro)y ’ S
e
. (1)

Here, Se is the eddy momentum flux divergence, f the

planetary vorticity (Coriolis parameter), and y the me-

ridional velocity; overbars indicate a temporal and zonal

mean. The local Rossby number Ro 5�z/f , with rela-

tive vorticity z, is a nondimensional measure of the im-

portance of nonlinear angular momentum advection by

the mean meridional circulation (Walker and Schneider

2006; Schneider 2006). In the limit Ro / 1, the upper

branch of the Hadley circulation conserves angular mo-

mentum and is unaffected by eddy momentum fluxes; its

strength responds directly to changes in thermal driving.

This is the limit considered in classical theories for the

Hadley circulation, which provide expressions for its width

and strength as a function of thermal and other parameters

(Schneider 1977; Held and Hou 1980; Lindzen and Hou

1988). In the limit Ro / 0, the strength of the Hadley

circulation is controlled by eddy momentum fluxes; its

strength responds to changes in thermal driving only insofar

as they affect the eddy momentum fluxes (e.g., Dickinson

1971). In between these limiting cases lie Hadley circula-

tions with 0 , Ro , 1 in their upper branches, which re-

spond to changes in thermal driving through changes in

thermodynamic balances, in eddy momentum fluxes, and

possibly in Rossby numbers. There is no theory that cap-

tures how the Hadley circulation responds to climate

changes in this intermediate range of Rossby numbers.

Figure 1 shows the meridional mass flux streamfunction,

the eddy momentum flux divergence, and the local Rossby

number for Earth’s atmosphere during equinox and in the

annual mean. The quantities are similar during equinox

and in the annual mean, suggesting that the annual mean

is not dominated by an average of solstitial circulations

(cf. Lindzen and Hou 1988; see also Dima and Wallace

2003; Walker and Schneider 2005). The eddy momentum

flux divergence has a broad maximum in the upper tro-

posphere centered near 218 latitude, extending deep into

the Hadley cells (color contours in Fig. 1). The Rossby

number in the upper troposphere gradually decreases

from close to 1 at the equator to close to 0 in the subtropics,

with values greater than 0.5 confined to a narrow band

within ;48 latitude of the equator (gray shading in Fig. 1).

Near the center of the Hadley cells (near 108 latitude),

the Rossby number is between 0.35 and 0.45 during equi-

nox and in the annual mean. This indicates that angular

momentum–conserving theories are inadequate for de-

scribing Hadley cell dynamics, at least poleward of about

108 latitude during equinox and in the annual mean. Un-

derstanding how eddy momentum fluxes change with cli-

mate therefore is integral to understanding how the Hadley

circulation responds to climate changes. This is borne out

in observational data and models, which show that in-

terannual variations in the strength of Hadley cells and

FIG. 1. Earth’s Hadley circulation (a) averaged over equinox seasons [March–May (MAM) and September–

November (SON)] and (b) averaged annually. Black contours show the mass flux streamfunction, with dashed

(negative) contours indicating clockwise motion and solid (positive) contours indicating counterclockwise motion.

The contour interval is 25 Sv 5 25 3 109 kg s21. Arrows indicate the streamfunction extremum in each hemisphere,

with the magnitude given in 109 kg s21. Colors indicate horizontal eddy momentum flux divergence div(u9y9 cosf),

with the overbar denoting a temporal and zonal mean and primes denoting deviations therefrom (i.e., eddy fields

include stationary and transient eddies). The contour interval for the eddy momentum flux divergence is

4 3 1026 m s22, with red tones for positive and blue tones for negative values; the darkest red tone corresponds to

values greater than 2.4 3 1025 m s22. Gray shading indicates regions where jRoj. 0.5. Flow statistics are computed

from reanalysis data for the years 1980–2001 provided by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather

Forecasts (Kallberg et al. 2004; Uppala et al. 2005).
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differences in their strength among climate models are

correlated with the eddy momentum flux divergence in

low latitudes (Caballero 2007, 2008).

In addition to eddy momentum fluxes, the Hadley

circulation is intimately linked to ocean heat transport,

which dominates the total meridional energy transport in

the ocean–atmosphere system at low latitudes (Trenberth

and Caron 2001). The ocean heat transport is coupled to

the strength of the Hadley circulation: The Coriolis force

on the meridional near-surface mass flux in the Hadley

cells approximately balances the zonal surface wind stress

(Ekman balance in the atmosphere). In turn, the zonal

surface wind stress, by Ekman balance in the ocean, in-

duces an ocean circulation with upwelling in the deep

tropics, poleward flow near the surface, downwelling in the

subtropics, and an equatorward return flow in the ther-

mocline (McCreary and Lu 1994; Lu et al. 1998). This

meridional overturning cell dominates the low-latitude

ocean heat transport and helps control the surface tem-

perature near the equator (Klinger and Marotzke 2000;

Held 2000) and the meridional surface temperature gra-

dients (Trenberth and Solomon 1994). It also dominates

the total heat transport in the deep tropics because the

Hadley circulation there is inefficient at transporting en-

ergy (e.g., Peixoto and Oort 1992, chapter 13). Taking

this heat transport into account is essential for obtaining

Hadley circulations resembling Earth’s. If it is neglected

in simulations, meridional surface temperature gradients

near the equator are generally too large, resulting in Hadley

circulations that are too strong and often are closer to the

angular momentum–conserving limit Ro / 1 than is

Earth’s Hadley circulation. This occurs, for example, in

the simulations in Herweijer et al. (2005) and Lee et al.

(2008), potentially implying different responses to cli-

mate changes depending on whether ocean heat transport

is taken into account or not.

We investigate how the Hadley circulation responds

to climate changes with an idealized GCM coupled to a

simple representation of ocean heat transport by a wind-

driven, low-latitude overturning circulation. We con-

sider the case of insolation with no diurnal or seasonal

cycle—the natural starting point for studies of the

Hadley circulation, before considering the additional

complexities of the seasonal cycle (e.g., Lindzen and

Hou 1988; Walker and Schneider 2005; Schneider and

Bordoni 2008; Bordoni and Schneider 2008). Inclusion

of ocean heat transport allows us to obtain Hadley cir-

culations with strengths, Rossby numbers, and widths

resembling those of Earth, and coupling it to the surface

wind stress and thus to the strength of the Hadley cir-

culation allows us to take into account feedbacks be-

tween the atmosphere and low-latitude oceans. Using

this GCM, we simulate a wide range of climates by

varying the longwave optical thickness of the atmo-

sphere. We compare these simulations with simulations

performed by O’Gorman and Schneider (2008b) that

are otherwise identical but do not include ocean heat

transport. We show that the Hadley circulation gener-

ally widens as the climate warms but that it does not

necessarily weaken, both in the simulations with ocean

transport and in those of O’Gorman and Schneider

without ocean heat transport. We analyze the dynamics

involved in the changes in some detail to provide a target

for the development of theories to account for them.

(O’Gorman and Schneider focused on the hydrologic

cycle and did not analyze Hadley circulation dynamics in

detail. Here, we analyze their simulations along with the

ones without ocean heat transport.)

2. Idealized GCM

a. Atmosphere

The atmospheric GCM is a primitive equation model

with idealized representations of radiative transfer (a

gray radiation scheme) and moist thermodynamics (only

the vapor–liquid phase transition of water is taken into

account). It is based on the Flexible Modeling System

(FMS) developed at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics

Laboratory (GFDL). The model is described in detail in

O’Gorman and Schneider (2008b); it is similar to the

model described in Frierson et al. (2006) and Frierson

(2007). Here, we only give a brief overview.

The GCM solves the primitive equations in vorticity-

divergence form, using the spectral-transform method in

the horizontal (Bourke 1974) and finite differences in

the vertical (Simmons and Burridge 1981). We use a

horizontal resolution of T42 and 30 vertical sigma levels,

unevenly spaced to better resolve dynamics in the up-

permost and lowermost part of the troposphere. To

damp small scales, scale-selective =8 hyperdiffusion is

included in the vorticity, divergence, and temperature

equations, with a hyperdiffusion coefficient chosen such

that the damping time scale for the smallest resolved

scale is 12 h.

The lower boundary of the GCM is uniform and water

covered, with an albedo of 0.38. A planetary boundary

layer scheme with Monin–Obhukov surface fluxes, which

depend on the stability of the boundary layer, links at-

mospheric dynamics to surface fluxes of momentum, la-

tent heat, and sensible heat. The roughness length for

momentum fluxes is 5 3 1023 m but that for latent and

sensible heat fluxes is reduced to 1025 m to obtain energy

fluxes and a climate similar to Earth’s in the aquaplanet

setting of our simulations.

Radiative transfer is represented by a two-stream gray

radiation scheme with longwave and shortwave optical
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depths that only depend on latitude and pressure. The

longwave absorption in this scheme can be thought of

as an idealized representation of the longwave absorp-

tion by water vapor and well-mixed greenhouse gases.

However, the longwave optical thickness of the atmo-

sphere is a fixed function of latitude, which we rescale to

change the simulated climate but which does not de-

pend, for example, on the atmospheric concentration of

water vapor in the model. Thus, we do not take water

vapor feedback explicitly into account, but its effect can

be viewed as included in the prescribed longwave opti-

cal thickness for a given climate. Moist convection is

represented by a slightly modified version of the quasi-

equilibrium convection scheme of Frierson (2007). It

relaxes, with a time scale of 2 h, grid-scale temperature

profiles toward a moist-adiabatic profile and water va-

por profiles toward a profile with fixed relative humidity

(70%), whenever a parcel lifted from the lowest model

level is convectively unstable. Large-scale condensation

removes water vapor from the atmosphere when the

specific humidity on the grid scale exceeds the saturation

specific humidity.

In addition to neglecting surface inhomogeneities such

as land–ocean contrasts and topography, the GCM is ide-

alized in that it neglects explicit representations of features

such as sea ice, aerosols, and clouds (except insofar as their

global-mean effect on Earth’s albedo is implicitly taken

into account in our choice of surface albedo).

b. Ocean

The surface wind stress from the atmosphere model

drives a simple model of ocean heat transport in low lati-

tudes. The ocean heat transport in the equatorial latitude

band with surface easterlies is assumed to be accomplished

by a wind-driven meridional overturning circulation,

with poleward flow near the surface and an equator-

ward return flow in the thermocline. The Coriolis force

on the poleward surface flow is in balance with the zonal

surface wind stress (Ekman balance). The return flow is

assumed to be adiabatic, so that water parcels conserve

their temperature (neglecting salinity and compressibility

effects) after subduction in the subtropics, until they up-

well into the surface mixed layer in the deep tropics.

Klinger and Marotzke (2000) showed that under these

conditions, the meridional heat flux associated with the

wind-driven ocean circulation can be expressed in terms

of surface quantities (subscript s) as

F(u) 5 2paco cosu
ð0

�H

r
o
yT dz (2)

5 2paco cosu
ðT

s
(u)

T
s
(u

h
)

t(T
s
)

f
dT

s
. (3)

Here, F(u) is the meridional heat flux through a latitude

(u) circle, integrated from the surface to the ocean depth

H, y is the meridional wind, T is the temperature, co is

the specific heat, ro is the density of the ocean, t is the

zonal surface wind stress, uh is the closest latitude to the

equator at which zonal surface winds change sign (from

easterlies to westerlies), and a is Earth’s radius. Implicit

in this formula is that the mean temperature of the sub-

surface return flow at u is expressed as the average surface

temperature poleward of u, with the average weighted

by the strength of the downwelling Ekman mass flux at

the poleward latitudes (Klinger and Marotzke 2000; Held

2000). This simple model of low-latitude ocean heat trans-

port assumes laminar flow (no eddy mixing), with Ekman

upwelling confined to the equator.

If this heat flux is coupled directly to the atmospheric

GCM through the surface temperature and wind stress,

it results in a local surface temperature minimum at the

equator and a displacement of the ascending branches

of the Hadley circulation a few degrees off the equator.

Double ITCZs occur in coupled ocean–atmosphere GCMs

and might be a natural state for an atmosphere–ocean

system in perpetual equinox or in the annual mean. In our

model, however, this ocean heat transport would imply

excessive cooling at the equator, in part caused by as-

suming Ekman balance at the equator although the

Coriolis parameter vanishes there. As a remedy, we apply

a Gaussian smoothing filter to obtain the smoothed di-

vergence of the meridional ocean heat transport:

g$ �F 5

ðp/2

�p/2

1

a cosu9
›u[F(u9) cosu9]P(u, u9) du9. (4)

Here,

P(u, u9) 5
1

Z
exp
�(u9� u)2

2s2

" #
(5)

is a Gaussian smoothing function, with normalization

factor Z chosen such that

ðp/2

�p/2

P(u9, u) du9 5 1. (6)

We chose the standard deviation s 5 78 for the smoothing

filter.

The ocean heat transport in this representation is

confined to the equatorial latitude band with surface

easterlies (essentially the region of the Hadley circula-

tion), which in the GCM is determined at every time

step before the heat transport is calculated. In higher

latitudes, the ocean heat transport vanishes, and the ocean
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is treated as a static thermal slab. The thermal inertia of the

ocean is that of a water slab 0.5 m deep.

In a real ocean without lateral boundaries, to conserve

momentum a stress of equal magnitude but opposite sign

as the surface stress would be required at the bottom of

the ocean; this would generally mean that the meridional

overturning circulation would have to close in a frictional

bottom boundary layer rather than in the thermocline

(Haynes et al. 1991; O’Gorman and Schneider 2008c). We

will ignore this complication here and assume we can close

the circulation within the thermocline with adiabatic flow.

c. Simulations

The GCM is forced by Earth’s annual-mean insolation

at the top of the atmosphere. This insolation is steady

(i.e., there is no diurnal or seasonal cycle). Each simu-

lation is run for more than 1000 days. Circulation sta-

tistics are averages of fields over the last 300 days,

sampled 4 times daily, after a statistically steady state

has been reached. Because the Northern and Southern

Hemispheres in the simulations are statistically identi-

cal, hemispheric differences in the zonal- and time-mean

fields shown in some of the figures are indicative of low-

frequency sampling variability.

3. Reference climate

To illustrate the impact of ocean heat transport on the

low-latitude climate, we compare the climatology of the

tropical atmosphere in reference simulations with the sim-

ple wind-coupled oceanic heat flux (‘‘ocean simulation’’)

and without any ocean heat transport (‘‘slab simulation’’).

Figure 2 (middle row) show the mass flux streamfunction,

eddy momentum flux divergence, and the Rossby number

in the two reference simulations. The Hadley circulation

mass flux in the ocean simulation is 109 Sv (1 Sv [

106 m3 s21), which compares very well with that of Earth

in the annual mean (102 Sv), shown in Fig. 1. The mass

flux is 66% stronger in the slab simulation than in the

ocean simulation.

Ocean heat transport also decreases the Rossby num-

ber in the upper branch of the Hadley circulation, espe-

cially in the deep tropics. Figure 2 shows that the region of

large Rossby number is smaller in the ocean simulation

than in the slab simulation. The Rossby number in the

deep tropics is also smaller in the ocean simulation. At

the center of the Hadley circulation, the Rossby number

in the ocean simulation (;0.4) is closer to Earth’s in the

annual mean (;0.3) than it is in the slab simulation

(;0.6). This reduction in Rossby number implies changes

in the mean zonal wind in the upper troposphere: Fig. 3

(middle row) shows a decrease in the strength of the

subtropical jet, from 36 m s21 in the slab simulation to

29 m s21 in the ocean simulation. The eddy momentum

flux divergence is also influenced by ocean heat transport,

but to a lesser extent than the maximum mass flux stream-

function or the Rossby number. Figure 2 (middle row)

shows that, in the subtropics (poleward of 158 latitude),

FIG. 2. Mass flux streamfunction (black contours) and horizontal eddy momentum flux divergence div(u9y9 cosf) (color

contours). Plotting conventions and contour intervals are as in Fig. 1. Rows show (top) the coldest (a 5 0.2), (middle) the

reference (a 5 1.0), and (bottom) the warmest (a 5 6.0) simulation both (left) with and (right) without ocean heat

transport. Differences between the Northern and Southern Hemisphere are indicative of sampling variability.
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the mean poleward mass flux and the eddy momentum flux

divergence, which are linearly related since Ro is small,

differ by less than 25% between the two reference simu-

lations. This demonstrates that the influence of ocean heat

transport on the atmosphere is stronger in the deep tropics

than in the subtropics, as expected given that the ocean

heat flux is weak in the subtropics.

Ocean heat transport is the only process that we found

is able to produce Hadley circulations with a strength

and in a dynamical regime similar to Earth’s. Otherwise,

for instance, the radiative transfer formulation would

have to be made unphysical (e.g., longwave optical thick-

ness increasing away from the equator) to reduce the

strength of the Hadley circulation to Earthlike values while

leaving the eddy momentum flux divergence nearly un-

changed. The necessity of including a representation of

ocean heat transport is also seen in more comprehensive

climate simulations, which otherwise produce unrealisti-

cally strong Hadley circulations (e.g., Herweijer et al. 2005).

4. Variations of climate

To investigate how the Hadley circulation responds to

climate changes, we conducted a series of simulations

with and without ocean heat transport in which we

varied the prescribed longwave optical thickness. In-

solation at the top of the atmosphere and absorption of

solar radiation within the atmosphere are kept fixed, so

that the only changes in the energy budget come from

changes in the longwave radiation (i.e., we do not take

into account factors such as changes in the shortwave

absorption owing to changes in the atmospheric concen-

tration of water vapor). The longwave optical thickness

is varied by rescaling the optical thickness in the ref-

erence simulation—a function of latitude and pressure—

by a constant factor a as in O’Gorman and Schneider

(2008b). Reducing the optical thickness (a , 1) produces

climates colder than the reference climate; increasing

it (a . 1) produces warmer climates. The rescaling factor

a is set to 18 different values1 ranging from 0.2 to 6.0.

Each simulation is run for 1000 days. The simulated cli-

mates that result from these variations have global-mean

surface temperatures between 260 and 315 K. The pole-

to-equator surface temperature contrast decreases mono-

tonically as the climate warms, in both the slab and ocean

simulations, from ;75 K in the coldest simulation to

;23 K in the warmest simulation. The surface tem-

perature contrast decreases largely because the pole-

ward latent heat transport by eddies increases (O’Gorman

and Schneider 2008b).

FIG. 3. Mean zonal wind (black contours) and potential temperature (gray contours). Dashed black contours

indicate easterlies and solid black contours indicate westerlies. Contour intervals are 4 m s21 for zonal wind and 10 K

for potential temperature. Rows show (top) the coldest (a 5 0.2), (middle) the reference (a 5 1.0), and (bottom) the

warmest (a 5 6.0) simulation both (left) with and (right) without ocean heat transport.

1 The values for a are 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.2,

1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, and 6.0.
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a. Hadley circulation mass flux

1) STRENGTH

In the simulations with ocean heat transport, the lat-

itude of peak poleward mass flux in the upper branch of

the Hadley circulation uc, or the extremum of the mass

flux streamfunction, shifts equatorward as the climate

warms, from 11.08 in the coldest simulation to 8.98 in the

reference simulation and to 6.68 in the warmest simu-

lation (Fig. 2, left column). In the simulations without

ocean heat transport, it is closer to the equator and

hardly changes as the climate warms, varying from 5.88

in the coldest simulation to 6.78 in the reference simu-

lation to 6.68 in the warmest simulation (Fig. 2, right

column). On the other hand, it varies little in height,

being confined between ;500 and ;700 hPa over the

wide range of climates we simulated.

To compare the strength of the Hadley circulation

over the entire range of climates we simulated, we com-

pare the absolute values of the mass flux streamfunction

evaluated at the (varying) latitude of the streamfunction

extremum but at the (fixed) level sc 5 0.7 (sc is the

pressure at pc normalized by its local value at the surface).

Choosing the lowest level of the extremum of the mass

flux streamfunction in the simulations for evaluation of

the streamfunction reduces noise that would otherwise

arise because of the vertical displacement of the center of

the Hadley circulation. Figure 4 shows the results. As is

already evident in Fig. 2, the Hadley circulation strength

changes nonmonotonically with climate in both the ocean

and slab simulations. In the ocean simulations, it is largest

(102 Sv) in the reference climate (a 5 1.0, global-mean

surface temperature 5 290 K) and is considerably lower

in much colder and in much warmer climates. The be-

havior in the slab simulations is similar, although the

maximum (188 Sv) occurs in a colder climate (a 5 0.6,

global-mean surface temperature 5 281 K). The maxi-

mum is broader in the ocean simulations than in the slab

simulations. For instance, the strength of the Hadley

circulation varies by less than 15% of its maximum value

for ocean simulations with global-mean surface temper-

atures between 281 and 304 K. This range of weak Hadley

circulation sensitivity is narrower in the slab simulations

and is shifted to colder simulations, with temperatures

between 273 and 290 K.

The strength of the Hadley circulation is most strongly

affected by ocean heat transport in the coldest simula-

tions, with a steady decrease of the dynamical impor-

tance of ocean heat transport as the climate warms. For

instance, the Hadley circulation in the ocean simulations

is weaker than in the slab simulations by 58% in the

coldest simulation and by 37% in the reference simula-

tion, but only by less than 1% in the warmest simulation.

The difference in Hadley circulation strength between

the ocean and slab simulations becomes small in the

warmest climates because the Hadley circulations there

are relatively weak and the meridional surface temper-

ature gradients in the tropics and subtropics are small, so

that the ocean heat transport (3) becomes inefficient.

For example, in the warmest ocean simulation, the sur-

face temperature contrast between the equator and the

subtropical termini of the Hadley circulation amounts to

only 4.5 K, compared with 8.0 K in the reference sim-

ulation. We expect the reduced importance of ocean

heat transport in warm climates to be a general result,

given the robustness of the mechanisms involved.

2) EDDY COMPONENT AND ROSSBY NUMBER

(i) Theory

For the analysis of dynamical mechanisms responsible

for these changes, it is helpful to decompose the Hadley

circulation strength into a component associated with

eddy momentum fluxes and a component associated

with nonlinear mean momentum fluxes (Schneider and

Bordoni 2008). By vertical integration of the zonal mo-

mentum balance (1) over the upper branch of the Hadley

circulation, from the top of the atmosphere to some

pressure pc above the top of the planetary boundary

layer, it follows that the mass flux streamfunction C 5

Ce(1 2 hRoi)21 near the center of the Hadley cells can

be decomposed into a component Ce associated with eddy

momentum fluxes and a bulk Rossby number hRoi asso-

ciated with nonlinear mean momentum fluxes, with

FIG. 4. Strength of the Hadley circulation in simulations with

(solid with circles) and without (dashed–dotted with squares)

ocean heat transport. Shown is the absolute value of the mass flux

streamfunction at the latitude of its extremum and at the level sc 5

0.7, averaged over both hemispheres. Filled symbols identify the

reference simulations in this and subsequent figures.
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hRoi(f, p) 5
C�Ce

C
. (10)

The bulk Rossby number is a nondimensional measure of

the proximity of the Hadley circulation to the angular

momentum–conserving limit, or of the relative impor-

tance of nonlinear mean momentum fluxes and eddy

momentum fluxes in the zonal momentum balance. As

for the local Rossby number, in the angular momentum–

conserving limit, Ce vanishes so that hRoi / 1. In the

eddy-driven limit, eddy momentum fluxes dominate, so

that C / Ce and hRoi / 0. However, even hRoi ’ 1

would not necessarily imply that all eddy fluxes are un-

important for the Hadley circulation, only that eddy

momentum fluxes play a negligible role in the zonal mo-

mentum balance. Eddy energy fluxes may still influence

the Hadley circulation through their effect on thermo-

dynamic balances. We examine the behavior of the eddy

component and the bulk Rossby number in both the slab

and ocean simulations.

(ii) Bulk Rossby number

The bulk Rossby number, evaluated at the latitude

of the streamfunction extremum fc and at the fixed level

sc 5 0.7, increases nearly monotonically with global-

mean surface temperature: in simulations with (without)

ocean heat transport, it increases from 0.18 (0.32) in the

coldest climate to 0.41 (0.60) in the reference climate

and to 0.86 (0.88) in the warmest climate (Fig. 5). Both

slab and ocean simulations show a steady transition in

the flow regime from low to large Rossby number as the

climate warms, although the slab simulations have larger

bulk Rossby numbers than the ocean simulations, es-

pecially for cold climates (with a & 1.0).

An increase in the bulk Rossby number implies an

increase in the meridional shear of the zonal wind. The

latter can be related to changes in the mean tropospheric

zonal-wind shear and in the height of the tropopause.

Our simulations indicate that in the deep tropics and

near the center of the Hadley circulation, the bulk Rossby

number increases primarily because the tropopause height

increases. But the mean tropospheric zonal-wind shear in

the subtropics also increases as the climate warms, and this

likewise contributes to an increase in the bulk Rossby

number there. The larger meridional shear of the zonal

wind in the warm climates is consistent with a strengthen-

ing of the subtropical jet as the climate warms; the jet

strengthens in simulations with (without) ocean heat

transport from 11 (15) m s21 in the coldest climate and

29 (36) m s21 in the reference climate to 121 (125) m s21 in

the warmest climate (Fig. 3)—an indication of the reduced

eddy damping of the zonal winds in the warm climates.

(iii) Eddy component

The eddy component, also evaluated at the latitude of

the streamfunction extremum fc and at the fixed level

sc 5 0.7, changes nonmonotonically as the global-mean

surface temperature increases (Fig. 6). It has nearly equal

strength in the slab and in the ocean simulations. It is

maximal near the same relatively cold climate regardless

of ocean heat transport (ocean: a 5 0.7, global-mean

surface temperature ;284 K; slab: a 5 0.8, global-mean

surface temperature ;287 K), with nearly the same max-

imum values (;63 and 65 Sv). The relative importance of

the eddy component in driving the Hadley circulation

generally decreases as the climate warms, as already in-

dicated by the local Rossby numbers (Fig. 2).

The nonmonotonic behavior of the eddy momentum

flux divergence in the tropics, which is maximal near the

reference simulation, is directly related to changes in

eddy activity in the extratropics. Globally integrated, the

eddy momentum flux divergence in tropical and polar

FIG. 5. Bulk Rossby number in the simulations with (solid with

circles) and without (dashed–dotted with squares) ocean heat

transport. All quantities are evaluated at the latitude of the

streamfunction extremum and at the level sc 5 0.7, and are aver-

aged over both hemispheres.
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regions equals the eddy momentum flux convergence in

midlatitudes, where baroclinic instability preferentially

occurs. Dimensional analysis suggests that the eddy mo-

mentum flux convergence scales like the product of the

eddy kinetic energy and a characteristic inverse length

scale (Schneider and Walker 2008),

h›
y
u9y9i; hu92 1 y92i

L
e

. (11)

Here, h�i is the average over a baroclinic zone. In our

simulations, variations in eddy kinetic energy dominate

variations in eddy length scales, so that the eddy kinetic

energy and eddy momentum flux convergence vary lin-

early with each other (Fig. 7). In addition, the eddy ki-

netic energy scales with the mean available potential

energy (MAPE), as shown in Fig. 7. The variations of the

latter, in turn, can be decomposed into components asso-

ciated with the meridional temperature gradient fh›yTig,
inverse dry static stability fGg (G 5�k/ph›pui�1), thick-

ness of the troposphere Dpt 5 ps 2 pt, and the width of

the baroclinic zone or eddy length scale Le, as shown by

O’Gorman and Schneider (2008a) for the slab simula-

tions. Here, f�g is a vertical average over the troposphere

in the baroclinic zone, ps is surface pressure, and pt tro-

popause pressure. Combining these terms gives

h›
y
u9y9i; Dp

t
fh›

y
Tig2

Gf gL
e
. (12)

As shown by O’Gorman and Schneider for a warming

climate in the slab simulations, the nonmonotonic be-

havior of the static stability, the steady increase in the

thickness of the troposphere (tropopause height), and

the decrease in the meridional temperature gradient all

contribute to the nonmonotonic changes in MAPE and

thus to the nonmonotonic variations of Ce shown in Fig. 6.

The same conclusions apply to the ocean simulations, as

low-latitude ocean heat transport has only a minimal impact

on the extratropical dynamics that control MAPE, and in-

tegrals of the eddy angular momentum flux divergence are

nearly equal in the slab and ocean simulations. Neverthe-

less, in the warmest simulations with or without ocean

heat transport, the eddy momentum flux divergence in the

tropics differs significantly from the eddy momentum flux

convergence in midlatitudes. This arises because a super-

rotating jet appears in the equatorial region, with associated

eddy momentum flux convergence at the equator—likely

caused by convectively generated Rossby waves, as in

Schneider and Liu (2009)—which partially balances the

eddy momentum divergence in the subtropics. A similar

superrotating jet appears in the more comprehensive sim-

ulations of warm climates by Caballero and Huber (2010).

b. Hadley circulation extent

Several diagnostics have been used to define the sub-

tropical terminus of the Hadley circulation. Reichler (2009)

distinguishes two groups. The first comprises dynamical

quantities, namely (i) the latitude at which the mass flux

streamfunction changes sign, (ii) the latitude at which the

mean zonal surface wind changes from easterly to westerly,

and (iii) the latitude of the subtropical jets. The second

FIG. 6. Eddy component of the mass flux streamfunction in the

simulations with (solid with circles) and without (dashed–dotted

with squares) ocean heat transport. All quantities are evaluated at

the latitude of the streamfunction extremum and at the level sc 5

0.7, and are averaged over both hemispheres.

FIG. 7. Mean available potential energy (dashed–dotted with

squares) and eddy kinetic energy (solid with circles) integrated

over baroclinic zones, and globally integrated positively signed

eddy momentum flux divergence (dashed with diamonds). Baro-

clinic zones are defined as the regions within 158 of the latitude of

the maximum meridional heat flux at the level s 5 0.84. We com-

puted MAPE using the same conventions as in O’Gorman and

Schneider (2008a). Quantities are averaged over both hemispheres.
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comprises derived quantities, namely (iv) the poleward

boundary of the subtropical arid zone, where precipi-

tation balances evaporation in the zonal mean (Lu et al.

2007), (v) the poleward boundary of the tropical tropo-

pause regime (Seidel and Randel 2007), (vi) the pole-

ward boundary of the tropical ozone regime (Hudson

et al. 2006), and (vii) the poleward boundary of the

tropical outgoing longwave radiation regime (Hu and

Fu 2007). On average, these diagnostics suggest that in

the past 30 years, the latitude band occupied by the

Hadley circulation in the Northern and Southern

Hemispheres together has widened at a rate of ;1.48

decade21 (Reichler 2009). However, these trends ex-

hibit large scatter; depending on the diagnostic and

data source used, they vary between ;0.38 decade21

(Archer and Caldeira 2008) and 3.08 decade21 (Rosenlof

2002; Seidel and Randel 2007).

Additionally, these diagnostics do not necessarily

change in lockstep as the climate changes, even if ob-

servational and modeling uncertainties were removed.

The diagnostics are not simply related, and they are

generally affected by different processes. Here, we ex-

amine how the extent of the Hadley circulation changes

in our simulations, comparing diagnostics (i)–(v), which

are well defined in the idealized GCM. We describe

simulations with ocean heat transport (Fig. 8a), but the

presence or absence of ocean heat transport does not

qualitatively affect the extent of the Hadley circulation

or its rate of change with climate (cf. Figs. 8a,b).

(i) The subtropical latitude at which the mass flux

streamfunction is zero may be considered the most

natural definition of the terminus of the Hadley

circulation. This latitude varies with height, espe-

cially in the warmest simulations: for instance,

Fig. 2 (bottom row) suggests that the poleward

terminus is about 58 farther poleward near the

tropopause than near the boundary layer top.

Here, we evaluate it at the level sc 5 0.7 (as for

other quantities before) because this fixed level is

close to the level of the streamfunction extremum

for all climates we simulated. The corresponding

latitude generally shifts poleward as the climate

warms, more rapidly in colder climates than in

warmer climates (a prominent exception being the

coldest simulation). However, the rate of expan-

sion of the Hadley circulation according to this

metric is modest. Averaged over the 11 simula-

tions centered on the reference simulation

(0.5 # a # 2.0, global-mean surface temperatures

between 281 and 301 K), the rate of expansion is

only 0.078 K21 relative to the global-mean surface

temperature increase (Table 1). However, the re-

sults change qualitatively if in place of the latitude

at which the streamfunction changes sign we use

the latitude at which the absolute streamfunction

value is below a low threshold value (e.g., 25 Sv) or

below a fraction of its extremal value (e.g., 20%).

For instance, if we choose a 25-Sv threshold value,

shown in Fig. 2 for three climates, the Hadley cells

contract in the warmer simulations (with global-

mean surface temperature greater than 299 K).

Comparing changes in the terminus of the Hadley

circulation obtained from the mass flux stream-

function therefore depends sensitively on how it is

defined.

FIG. 8. Extent of the Hadley circulation vs global-mean surface temperature. The extent is defined as the latitude

where (i) the mass flux streamfunction at the level sc 5 0.7 changes sign (solid black with circles), (ii) the mean zonal

wind at the lowest level of the atmosphere vanishes (solid orange with squares), (iii) the mean zonal wind near the

tropopause has a maximum (dashed–dotted green with diamonds), (iv) mean evaporation equals precipitation

(dashed–dotted red with circles), and (v) the tropopause rapidly changes height (dashed cyan with squares). Based on

quantities averaged over both hemispheres. Simulations (a) with and (b) without ocean heat transport.
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(ii) The latitude at which the mean zonal surface wind

changes from easterlies in the tropics to westerlies

in the extratropics shifts equatorward by about 68

between the coldest and the reference simulation;

it remains near the zero of the mass flux stream-

function for climates warmer than the reference

simulation. Near the reference simulation, the rate

of expansion is 20.148 K21 relative to the global-

mean surface temperature increase (Table 1).

(iii) The latitude of the subtropical jet, defined as the

latitude at which the mean zonal wind at the level

of the midlatitude tropopause is maximal, shifts

poleward in a similar way as the zero of the mass

flux streamfunction in simulations colder than the

reference simulation; however, it shifts poleward

more rapidly in warmer simulations. For all sim-

ulations except the coldest, the subtropical jet

remains within 58 of the zero of the mass flux

streamfunction. Near the reference simulation, the

rate of expansion is 0.088 K21 relative to the global-

mean surface temperature increase (Table 1).

(iv) The latitude at which the zonal-mean precipitation

equals evaporation, P 5 E, is generally located

*88 poleward of the zero of the mass flux stream-

function. It shifts poleward from 298 to 428 as the

climate warms, implying a rate of expansion about

3 times as large as that obtained from the zero of

the mass flux streamfunction (Table 1).

(v) The poleward boundary of the tropical tropopause

regime is determined as the closest latitude to the

equator at which the meridional gradient of the

tropopause height has a local extremum. It shifts

equatorward as the climate warms for simulations

with global-mean surface temperature between 273

and 301 K, from 368 to 288. This contraction is

greater for simulations with global-mean surface

temperatures between 288 and 301 K (Fig. 8a).

However, it shifts poleward for warmer climates, in

which it closely follows the location of the sub-

tropical jet. Near the reference simulation, the rate

of expansion is 20.348 K21 relative to the global-

mean surface temperature increase (Table 1).

Hence, there are large differences in the subtropical

terminus of the Hadley circulation and its shifts with

climate according to the five diagnostics. Even the signs

of the expansion rate can differ from diagnostic to di-

agnostic. Furthermore, the rate of expansion of the

Hadley circulation according to the zero of the mass flux

streamfunction—arguably the dynamically most rele-

vant diagnostic—is considerably smaller than the rate of

expansion according to the other diagnostics. Results

from the slab simulations are similar (see Fig. 8b for

comparison), albeit with generally narrower Hadley

circulations that expand poleward more rapidly as the

climate warms (Table 1). The zero of the mass flux

streamfunction is the diagnostic that is the most sensi-

tive to the presence of ocean heat transport, as shown on

Table 1, leading to expansion rates that differ by about

a factor of 3 between ocean and slab simulations near

the reference simulations. The rates of expansion of the

Hadley circulation according to the diagnostics shown

in Table 1 differ because they are controlled by dif-

ferent mechanisms. For example, the latitude at which

zonal-mean precipitation equals evaporation depends

strongly on the eddy fluxes of water vapor out of low

latitudes into middle latitudes. However, these fluxes

do not bear any simple relation to the zero of the mass

flux streamfunction. In simulations with global-mean

surface temperatures &288 K, the zero of the mean

zonal surface wind lies 28–128 farther poleward of the

zero of the mass flux streamfunction (Figs. 8a,b). In

these colder simulations, the eddy momentum flux di-

vergence at upper levels in the shallow troposphere and

in the stratosphere extends poleward of the subtropical

jet, between it and a midlatitude jet located 108–308

poleward (see, e.g., Fig. 2, top row). Because the ver-

tically integrated eddy momentum flux divergence at

these latitudes (where the local Rossby number is

small) balances the drag on the mean zonal surface

wind, surface easterlies extend poleward of the zero of

the mass flux streamfunction in the troposphere. As the

climate warms, the eddy momentum flux divergence in

the midlatitude stratosphere weakens, and the zero of

the mean zonal surface wind moves closer to the zero

of the mass flux streamfunction.

TABLE 1. Location of subtropical Hadley circulation terminus in

reference simulation and trend (expansion rate) normalized by

global-mean surface temperature increase. The expansion rates are

averaged over 11 simulations centered on the reference simulations

(0.5 # a # 2.0). The terminus is determined according to different

diagnostics: (i) zero of the mass flux streamfunction C; (ii) zero of

the mean zonal surface wind us; (iii) maximum of the mean zonal

wind at the level of the midlatitude tropopause ut; (iv) latitude at

which zonal-mean precipitation equals evaporation (P 5 E); and

(v) extremum of the meridional gradient of the tropopause height

Ht. The quantities are shown for the ocean and the slab simulations

and are averaged over both hemispheres.

Diagnostic

Ocean simulations Slab simulations

Lat (8) Trend (8 K21) Lat (8) Trend (8 K21)

C 27.4 0.07 25.3 0.17

us 29.2 20.14 27.1 0.11

ut 27.5 0.08 25.6 0.26

P 5 E 35.5 0.22 34.9 0.35

Ht 33.5 20.34 33.4 20.33
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Simulations of global warming scenarios with com-

prehensive GCMs suggest that the zero of the mass flux

streamfunction shifts poleward at rates of about 0.58 per

1-K global-mean surface temperature increase (Lu et al.

2007). Idealized GCMs forced by varying sea surface

temperatures (SSTs) suggest that the zero of the mass

flux streamfunction shifts poleward at rates of about

0.28–0.258 per 1-K global-mean surface temperature in-

crease (Frierson et al. 2007). This is similar to the ex-

pansion rate (0.178 K21) in our slab simulations near the

reference climate (Table 1) and up to ;3 times greater

than the expansion rate (0.078 K21) in our ocean simu-

lations. The discrepancies between the rate of expansion

of the Hadley circulation in comprehensive and ideal-

ized GCMs may be due to the presence of continents as

well as of a seasonal cycle.

c. Energy transport

The strength of the Hadley circulation may also be

measured in terms of how much energy it transports

meridionally. If one neglects the small transport of ki-

netic energy, the total energy transport in the atmo-

sphere is equal to the transport of moist static energy

s 5 sd 1 Lq, which consists of contributions from the

dry static energy sd 5 cpT 1 gz and from the latent heat

Lq (symbols have their conventional meaning; see, e.g.,

Peixoto and Oort 1992, chapter 13). The Hadley circu-

lation transports dry static energy poleward (because

the dry static energy in the upper branch is higher than

that in the lower branch), and it transports latent heat

equatorward (because the specific humidity in the lower

branch is greater than that in the upper branch). The net

transport of moist static energy is the residual of these

partially compensating fluxes, and it is generally much

smaller than the fluxes individually.

The moist static energy flux associated with the

Hadley circulation (its mean component) in the ocean

simulations is shown in Fig. 9a, along with the eddy flux

of moist static energy (its eddy component) and the

ocean heat flux, all evaluated at the center of the Hadley

cells. The eddy component of the moist static energy flux

is comparable with the mean component over a wide

range of climates, although the eddy components of the

dry static energy and latent heat fluxes individually are

considerably smaller than the mean components: while

the mean components of the dry static energy and latent

heat fluxes partially compensate, the eddy fluxes of both

dry static energy and latent heat are directed poleward

(downgradient). Both the mean and the eddy compo-

nents of the moist static energy flux strengthen as the

climate warms for simulations with global-mean surface

temperatures below 300 K. For simulations with global-

mean surface temperature above 300 K, the mean com-

ponent weakens sharply and even becomes negative in

the warmest simulations, while the eddy component

continues to increase essentially monotonically. The

sum of the ocean heat flux and the atmospheric moist

static energy flux at the center of the Hadley cells, the

total atmosphere–ocean heat flux, peaks near the ref-

erence simulation (Fig. 9a). Over the wide range of cli-

mate we simulated, the partition between the mean

component of the moist static energy flux and the ocean

heat transport remains nearly unchanged; its value, which

varies between ;25% and ;40%, is in good agreement

with the prediction of Held (2000). The changes with

climate of the total heat flux resemble those of the mass

FIG. 9. Vertically integrated heat fluxes evaluated at the center of the Hadley cells (latitude of the streamfunction

extremum). Total ocean–atmosphere heat flux (red solid with circles) and its components: mean component (black

solid with circles) and eddy component (green dashed–dotted with diamonds) of the moist static energy flux; ocean

heat flux (orange dashed with squares). The fluxes are averaged over both hemispheres. Simulations (a) with and (b)

without ocean heat transport.
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flux streamfunction (cf. Figs. 4 and 9a), primarily because

the ocean heat flux dominates the total heat flux, and its

strength is tightly coupled to the strength of the Hadley

circulation.

The moist static energy flux in the slab simulations

behaves similarly to that in the ocean simulations (cf.

Figs. 9a,b). However, both the mean and eddy compo-

nents are up to ;60% larger in the slab simulations than

in the ocean simulations. But even the larger moist static

energy fluxes in the slab simulations do not compensate

for the lack of ocean heat transport. For instance, at the

reference simulations, the total heat transport is 40%

smaller in the slab simulations. This contrasts with the

heat fluxes at the subtropical termini of the Hadley cir-

culation, which are less sensitive to ocean heat transport.

For instance, the difference between the moist static

energy fluxes in the slab and ocean reference simulations

at the center of the Hadley circulation is 0.45 PW, which

is significantly larger than the corresponding difference

at the termini of the Hadley circulation (only 0.10 PW).

It implies that most of the additional heat carried by the

atmosphere–ocean system in the ocean simulations is

radiated to space in the subtropics.2

Overall, it is clear that also if measured in terms of

how much energy it transports meridionally, the strength

of the Hadley circulation can change nonmonotonically

with global mean surface temperature. The fact that the

energy transport by the Hadley circulation (though not

by the total circulation including eddies) can become

negative (equatorward) illustrates some of the difficulties

that can arise in devising theories for how the mass flux

in the Hadley circulation relates to the energy flux.

5. Conclusions

We have introduced an idealized GCM with a one-

dimensional representation of ocean heat transport that

is dynamically coupled to the surface wind stress. With

this idealized GCM, we have simulated a wide range of

climates by varying the optical thickness of a longwave

absorber, comparing the simulations with ocean heat

transport with otherwise identical previous simulations

without ocean heat transport (O’Gorman and Schneider

2008b). Because the ocean heat transport dominates the

total ocean–atmosphere heat transport in low latitudes,

it affects the dynamics of the tropical atmosphere. It is

necessary to represent ocean heat transport in ideal-

ized GCMs to obtain Hadley circulations in a dy-

namical regime similar to Earth’s, with relatively low

Rossby numbers at the center of the equinox or annual-

mean Hadley circulation. Our principal results are as

follows:

(i) Ocean heat transport strongly influences the Hadley

circulation in climates resembling present-day

Earth’s and colder. Its influence diminishes as the

climate warms and meridional temperature gra-

dients in low latitudes are reduced.

(ii) As the climate warms, the Hadley circulation

strengthens in colder simulations but weakens in

warmer simulations. In the coldest/warmest sim-

ulations, it is ;70% weaker than in the reference

simulations with or without ocean heat transport.

(iii) As the climate warms, the bulk Rossby number at

the center of the Hadley circulation increases from

0.2 in the coldest ocean simulations and 0.3 in the

coldest slab simulations to 0.9 in the warmest sim-

ulations: The coldest simulations are strongly influ-

enced by eddy momentum fluxes but the warmest

simulations are closer to angular momentum con-

serving. Eddy momentum fluxes influence the

Hadley circulation more strongly in simulations with

ocean heat transport than in simulations without

ocean heat transport.

(iv) In simulations with climates resembling present-

day Earth’s and colder, the Hadley circulation

strength scales with the low-latitude divergence of

eddy momentum fluxes. The latter in turn scales

with the midlatitude mean available potential en-

ergy. Thus, midlatitude conditions influence the

strength of the tropical circulation.

(v) The Hadley circulation widens by ;58 latitude

between the coldest and warmest simulations. The

widening rate is greater in climates resembling

present-day Earth’s and colder. However, different

diagnostics for the extent of the Hadley circulation

change with climate in different ways because they

are often not dynamically related.

Some of our results—such as the behavior of the

Hadley circulation strength—may be modified if addi-

tional processes (e.g., a seasonal insolation) and feed-

backs (e.g., ice–albedo feedback) are taken into account.

Nevertheless, the nonmonotonicity of numerous key

variables already in our relatively simple setting and the

intermediate values of the bulk Rossby number suggest

that an accurate prediction for the changes of the large-

scale tropical dynamics with climate requires under-

standing both the changes in the Rossby number and in

2 These results contradict the hypothesis of Trenberth and Stepaniak

(2003), according to which extratropical eddy heat fluxes were

posited as a driver of the Hadley circulation. In our simulations,

changes in the strength of the Hadley circulation between ocean

simulations and slab simulations are not accompanied by changes in

extratropical eddy heat fluxes that are nearly as large, and the total

heat flux is not necessarily ‘‘seamless’’ in the subtropics.
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eddy fluxes. Devising a theory that takes both effects

into account remains as a challenge.
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